In wireless multihop bidirectional communication environment, there is a possibility that packet collision and retransmission owing to the hidden node problem decrease efficiency of throughput. The aim of this article is to achieve efficient and reliable packet transmissions in such environments. To do so, we propose a packet transmission scheme named inter-flow network coding with passive acknowledgment. In inter-flow network coding with passive acknowledgment, it is necessary to optimize the encoding latency and to avoid passive acknowledgment packet collision, so we address these issues in this article. Finally, we also confirm that the inter-flow network coding with passive acknowledgment scheme is effective in terms of the collection ratio and delay through simulations.
Introduction
In a multihop wireless local area network (LAN) or a wireless sensor network, packets are transmitted from the source node to the destination node by relay from one wireless station (node) to another or ''multihop transmission.'' The advantages of wireless multihop transmission are that it allows the transmission to a node which cannot be directly reached from the source node and that it does not require base stations or other transmission infrastructure. This is why it is being considered for use over a wide variety of applications, including smart meters, structure monitoring, and disaster response. Market-ready systems are being prepared on the basis of countless R&D efforts and validation tests. Among these applications are, for example, the disaster response system 1,2 based on a wireless sensor network described in section ''Evaluation of practical applications by simulation,'' in which data packets are directed from the sensing nodes to multiple data collection nodes (sinks). This system contains sensors and actuators and collects sensing data from the nodes and transmits signals to operate actuators. Thus, its paths are quite busy with traffic in both directions.
However, in a multihop wireless network based on IEEE 802.11 standard 3 for wireless LANs or IEEE 802.15.4 standard 4 for wireless sensor networks, a flow of traffic in both directions over the paths may degrade throughput due to the hidden node problem. 5 In medium access control (MAC) of these standards, carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) is employed. Under CSMA, since any transmitting stations outside carrier sense range do not detect packet transmissions by other stations, it is possible for any one such station to transmit regardless of the fact that another station is already in the process of transmission. This causes packet collision and is called ''the hidden node problem''; the colliding packets must be retransmitted, and this drastically slows throughput as a result. One of the ways to mitigate this problem is to reduce the number of packet transmissions.
''Network coding'' (NC) 6 is expected to reduce the number of packet transmissions. A form of NC in which packets in different network flows are encoded by relay nodes is called inter-flow network coding (IFNC). 7, 8 In this article, with the objective of enabling highly efficient and reliable packet transmission in bidirectional communication environments, a scheme referred to as IFNC with passive acknowledgment (IFNCPA) is proposed here; this scheme is a packet transfer protocol combining IFNC and passive ACK. 9 This article combines the information of two previous technical reports 10, 11 with the results of an evaluation of the new capabilities under the proposed scheme to demonstrate that the proposed scheme improves the transmission and efficiency.
As described in section ''Preparations and issues,'' when packets encoded using IFNC are broadcasted to neighboring nodes (the next-hop nodes), if the broadcast packets are not accurately received, there is no way for the transmitting node to ''know'' that because a broadcast packet is not usually acknowledged. Since the packets are not retransmitted, the transmission reliability is degraded. The transmission simulation results described in section ''Parameter tuning and basic evaluation'' also support this, showing that during sequential unicast transmission of packets under only IFNC, the collection ratio is lower than under multihop transmission. COPE 12 is known as the first practical implementation for wireless mesh networks. COPE is located between the MAC layer and the Internet Protocol (IP) layer. COPE header is inserted between the IP header and the MAC header. By including ACK blocks in the COPE header, an adjacent node is notified of reception of the encoded packet. BEND 13 incorporates the function of IFNC into the MAC layer of IEEE 802.11. For the sake of this, the IEEE 802.11 MAC header needs to be modified. In BEND, a modified ACK frame is sent to notify of reception of the encoded packet. These ACK mechanisms for encoded packets lead to overhead. Several variants of COPE and BEND have been proposed to enable more coding opportunities and increase network capacity, for example, DCAR, 14 CORE, 15 DODEX+ , 16 INCP, 17 and FlexONC. 18 These schemes can be regarded as inheriting the ACK mechanism of COPE and BEND, and none of them utilizes passive ACKs. Dualcast transmission 19 is another approach for the exchange of ACK packets rather than the multicast transmission in order to compensate for degradation in reliability in IFNC. It is no easy matter to extend the MAC layer, which must be done for dualcast transmission, making it difficult for practical application. In contrast, employing passive ACK, which provides confirmation by monitoring packet relay by the next-hop node, the IFNCPA scheme attempts to compensate for the reduction in reliability in broadcast transmission, with no necessity to extend the MAC layer at all.
As explained in section ''Preparations and issues,'' IFNC inherently has the function of implicit passive ACK for encoded packets, which is not fully utilized in the previous studies. In IFNCPA, passive ACK is also applied to native packets, that is, unencoded packets. This IFNCPA scheme is not merely a combination of IFNC and passive ACK. As section ''Preparations and issues'' will show, the encoding latency must be set to the proper interval, and the issue of collision of passive ACK packets must be avoided. Therefore, a combination of systems is examined in this study. One system determines the encoding latency dynamically using the intervals between arriving packets from previous counterflow data, and the other avoids passive ACK packet collision by determining the best offset for the shifts the timing of transmission of one or the other neighboring nodes which have received an encoded packet.
This article is organized as follows: section ''Preparations and issues'' gives an overview of the IFNC scheme and passive ACK and related issues and section ''Details of IFNCPA scheme'' presents the details of the IFNCPA scheme. Section ''Parameter tuning and basic evaluation'' traces the process of parameter tuning and presents a basic evaluation using a simulation of a linear network topology. Section ''Evaluation of practical applications by simulation'' provides another evaluation by simulation whose scenario features a disaster response system as a practical application of the IFNCPA scheme. Section ''Conclusion and remarks'' is a summary of our results.
Preparations and issues
The IFNCPA scheme is a combination of IFNC and passive ACK. This section presents an overview of IFNC and passive ACK and two issues related to these schemes.
IFNC
Let us describe XOR (eXclusive OR) operations, which reduces the number of transmitted packets, using the simplest example of IFNC. Figure 1 shows an example in which N 2 is a relay node through which both packet a from node N 1 bound for node N 3 and packet b from N 3 bound for N 1 pass. Below, a packet obtained by the XOR operation performed on the two packets a and b is denoted by a È b and called the ''encoded packet.'' Here, ''XOR operations'' means that the ''exclusive OR'' logical operation is carried out for each bit of the data portion of the packets. Note that a È b and b È a are equivalent mathematically. In what follows, however, let notation a È b mean that a is received earlier than b by a relay node, for example, N 2 in Figure 1(b) , as explained below. Figure 1 (a) depicts the case of ordinary packet relay by simple unicast transmissions. Figure 1 (b) depicts the case of IFNC using the XOR operation, in which the encoded packet is transmitted by broadcast. In Figure  1 (a), N 2 relays the received packets a to N 3 and b to N 1 ; thus, N 2 performs two unicast transmissions. Figure 1(b) shows just a single broadcast of a new encoded packet a È b generated by the XOR operation on the received packets a and b from N 2 . (Recall notation a È b means that a is received earlier than b by a relay node, i.e. N 2 as mentioned above.) Thus, this has a clear advantage in the efficiency of packet propagation from N 2 to other nodes within range.
N 1 can extract packet b from the received encoded packet a È b and packet a, which it has transmitted and still holds, as a result of b = (a È b) È a. N 3 can do the same to obtain packet a. Thus, it is possible to reduce the number of packet transmissions using IFNC, and we can expect improvement of the throughput from this.
As a side effect, however, broadcasting the encoded packets can lower reliability. In general, under MAC schemes like IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4, ACK is not required in broadcast or multicast transmission, in contrast to a unicast transmission. This is because simultaneous ACKs from multiple receiving nodes would collide and it fails to properly verify receipt of packets. Therefore, even if the encoded packets are not accurately received, the relay node, say N 2 in Figure  1 (b), cannot know that. In order to deal with this problem, passive ACK and explicit ACK can be utilized as explained in section ''Passive ACK.'' Note that, for the XOR operations, each node equips with two types of buffers. For example, in Figure 1 (b), after transmitting a, N 1 keeps the data of a to extract another data b from an encoded data a È b which are made from a. For the sake of this, each node has a ''decoder buffer'' to hold transmitted data. Also, since receiving a packet a, N 2 keeps the data of a because it may have a chance to generate an encoded packet, say a È b, where b is directed to the node which sent a to N 2 itself. For the sake of this, each node has an ''encoder buffer'' to hold received data.
Issue 1: determining the appropriate encoding latency
An encoded packet is generated from two packets. The node that has a packet to be relayed cannot wait forever for the arrival of another packet. In the example in Figure 1 (b), N 2 holds packet a once received it and must then wait for packet b to arrive in order to utilize NC for a while. The longer this interval, the later packet a arrives at node N 3 . In order to suppress this delay, encoding latency is introduced. The relay node sends each incoming packet to be relayed to the next-hop node by unicast transmission if no new packet arrives from counterflow by the expiration of the waiting timer for encoding latency.
Too long interval, however, possibly leads to large latency in the case of a few counterflow packets as shown in Figure 2(a) . On the other hand, too short interval reduces the opportunities for encoding packets and results in little improvement in transmission efficiency as shown in Figure 2 (b). Thus, the best policy is to wait the usual interval between packet arrivals from counterflow, as long as the encoding latency is not too long. It is essential to have a scheme for determining the appropriate encoding latency.
Passive ACK
The IFNCPA scheme utilizes passive ACK in order to compensate for the reduction in reliability of broadcast transmission of encoded packets in the IFNC scheme. Passive ACK is a scheme for each node to passively verify that its packets have been correctly transmitted by observing the relay transmission by a neighboring node (next-hop node). In Figure 3 , node N 3 broadcasts packet c È a, so that node N 2 can not only extract packet c from it and packet a hold by itself using XOR operations but also implicitly (or passively) know that packet a has been correctly received by the neighboring node N 3 . In this sense, IFNC inherently has the function of implicit passive ACK for encoded packets. In this figure, N 2 sends packet c to N 1 in a unicast transmission since waiting timer for encoding latency expired. At this time, node N 3 can also passively know that packet c has been received by node N 1 by overhearing this unicast transmission. When the packet cannot be monitored by the retransmission time-out (RTO) from the next-hop node, this is interpreted as meaning that the packet was not accurately received for some reason and the packet is re-sent; this process maintains transmission reliability. In this way, IFNCPA aims to exploit the nature of passive ACK.
Note that passive ACK is only used when the receiving node relays the packet on. For example, when the receiving node is a (final) destination, it will never further relay the packet. In such a case, the receiving node needs to generate an ACK packet (namely, ''explicit ACK'') in a layer higher than MAC layer and send by unicast like N 1 and N 4 in Figure 3 ; this mimics the standard ACK packet in MAC layer.
Issue 2: avoiding collisions of passive ACK packets
A preliminary simulation clearly showed that if IFNC and passive ACK are simply combined, the passive ACKs often collide, defeating the purpose of verifying receipt of packets. 11 Through the analysis of the simulation results, there were often observed two cases as shown in Figures 4 and 5.
Let us begin with an explanation of case 1, shown in Figure 4 . Nodes N 2 and N 4 receive and hold packets d and c, respectively. Next, while holding a and b, respectively, N 2 and N 4 each receive the encoded packet a È b from N 3 , carry out the XOR operation, and extract b and a, respectively, therefrom. Next, N 2 and N 4 encode d È b and c È a using extracted data of b and that of a, respectively, and immediately broadcast these; as a result, these packets collide at N 3 . Thus, N 3 is unable to monitor these encoded packets and cannot confirm whether packet b arrived at N 2 or packet a arrived at N 4 . That is, N 3 fails to receive the passive ACKs. This situation can occur more frequently in the case of the higher offered load. In order to avoid this, as explained later using Figure 8 , one of the nodes that received the encoded packet needs to shift the next action such further relaying like N 2 or returning an ACK message like N 1 .
Case 2 is described using Figure 5 . Nodes N 2 and N 4 receive the encoded packet a È b from N 3 ; they perform the XOR operation using packets a and b, which they had earlier transmitted and stored, to extract packets b and a, respectively. In this case, the waiting timers for encoding latency expire, and N 2 and N 4 transmit packets b and a to N 1 and N 5 , respectively, in the unicast mode. Then, as shown in the figure, when the difference between the encoding latency of N 2 and N 4 is shorter than the packet transmission delay, packet b sent by N 2 and packet a by N 4 collide at N 3 . Thus, N 3 is unable to verify that packet b arrived at N 2 or a arrived at N 4 correctly. This situation can occur more frequently in the case of the lower offered load. In order to avoid this, as explained later using Figure 9 , nodes that received the encoded packet need to have encoding latency different by at least one packet transmission delay.
Details of IFNCPA scheme
To our best knowledge, the two issues described in section ''Preparations and issues'' have not been addressed in the past research. This section proposes the IFNCPA scheme, which incorporates measures against these issues. The approach for the first issue is described in section ''Determining the appropriate encoding latency and time-outs.'' For the second issue, the offset mechanism to avoid collisions of passive ACKs is introduced as described in section ''Basic idea to avoid passive ACK collisions. '' In what follows, we assume that the IFNCPA scheme is installed on the application layer to make it more convenient to use, and it is assumed that the User Datagram Protocol/Internet Protocol (UDP/IP) is employed to access it on lower layers. Therefore, ''message'' is interchangeably used with ''packet'' hereafter. The IFNCPA scheme would also be possible to install it on the network layer and avoid the use of IP. Passive ACK was established by operating the MAC layer in promiscuous mode so that MAC frames not addressed to the monitoring node could be monitored. Figure 6 provides an example of the format of a data message in the IFNCPA scheme (a protocol data unit (PDU) on the application layer). An encoded data chunk is generated by the XOR operation from two native data chunks and the result is stored in the data field of an encoded message. In order to guarantee this operation, the data chunk is of a fixed length. The encoded data must be associated with the identifier (ID) of the native data chunk. Two fields, ID1 and ID2, in the message are reserved to store this ID. Each ID consists of the following: the IP address of the source node of the native data chunk (in other words, the node where the data were generated), the IP address of the destination node, and a sequence number attached to the data chunk by the source node. The data chunk is uniquely identified by these. Note that the data message itself is of a fixed length since the ID field is also of a fixed length, for example, 10 octets as shown in Figure 6 .
Message format
The first field ID1 of the encoded data message holds the ID of the native data previously received and kept in the encoder buffer to hold received data, and the second field ID2 holds the ID of the native data received subsequently and appropriate for the relay. For example, in Figure 1 , ID1 and ID2 of the encoded message a È b correspond to ID of a and that of b, respectively. When the data field includes only a native data chunk (i.e. non-encoded data message), its ID is stored in ID1 field and all the bits in ID2 are set to 0. Thus, examining ID2 reveals whether any of the content of the data fields has been encoded.
For simplicity, we assumed that the message size is a fixed length. In fact, however, the XOR operation is applicable for variable message length if a message length field is introduced in ID format. Suppose that data chunk a of l a octets and b of l b ( ! l a ) octets are encoded into chunk a È b, whose length is l a octets. In this case, chunk a can be simply extracted as a È (a È b). On the other hand, chunk b can be obtained as the most significant l b octets of b È (a È b). Performance evaluation in the case of heterogeneous message length is left for further study.
Transmission on MAC/PHY layer
Recall that a data message is a PDU on the application layer. When a message which includes encoded data chunk is transmitted, its destination IP address is set to the broadcast IP address. Thus, the destination MAC address also becomes the broadcast MAC address, and broadcast transmissions are executed on the MAC layer. The IP address of the destination node for the data chunk is stored in the ID field, so this information is never lost. As a result of this broadcast transmission, the message reaches an IFNCPA-type entity of the application layer of the neighboring node.
As shown in Figure 3 , when the receiving node is a (final) destination, the IFNCPA-type entity replies an explicit ACK message, which is also a PDU on the application layer like a data message. An explicit ACK message includes only the ID of the data chunk to be acknowledged and it is sent in a unicast transmission to the neighboring node to be acknowledged.
In this study, the data rate of MAC is assumed to be the same among all nodes.
Communication model
In Figure 1(b) , the relay node N 2 generates the encoded message a È b from message a from N 1 to N 3 and message b from N 3 to N 1 . In general, such messages that pass each other through a relay node can be encoded at the node. We call data chunks of these messages ''encodable'' there.
Let us generalize this to a communication model as shown in Figure 7 . Here, we focus on node N r as a relay node, which has multiple neighboring nodes. Without any loss of generality, we select two of them, N p and N n , and consider data flow segment from N p to N n via N r denoted as ''p ! n'' and its counterflow, that is, data flow segment from N n to N p via N r denoted as ''n ! p''. Here, ''segment'' means that N n and/or N p are not necessarily sources and/or destinations and they can be relay nodes for the flows.
A native data chunk of p ! n and that of n ! p are encodable at N r . The encoded data message made from them can be regarded as ''directed'' to only N p and N n which receive or relay it even though the message is broadcasted on the MAC layer as explained in section ''Message format.'' In other words, the other neighboring nodes may ignore it. Taking the above into consideration, each node can determine whether or not the encoded data message is directed to itself by checking whether the message includes the native data chunk that it has transmitted.
Basic idea to avoid passive ACK collisions
Let us explain a mechanism to avoid passive ACK collisions as much as possible, the necessity of which was mentioned in section ''Issue 2: Avoiding collisions of passive ACK packets,'' referring again to Figures 4 and 5. This mechanism attempts to avoid collisions between messages for passive and/or explicit ACK by delaying the transmission of one message by the offset time as shown in Figures 8 and 9 .
In this study, we assume that the length of data chunk and the data rate are both constant. Let T o denote the value of offset, that is, the time span by which transmissions are delayed as shown in Figures 8  and 9 . This offset could make passive ACKs avoid a collision. Let T tx denote the transmission delay which is required to send one data message. As shown in Figure 9 , the timing of transmissions N 2 and N 4 must be shifted by at least T tx in order to avoid passive ACK collisions, so that T o must be greater than T tx . The value of T o will be discussed in section ''Parameter tuning and basic evaluation.''
Transmission procedure
Regardless of an encoded message or a non-encoded message, the IFNCPA entity temporally stores the transmitted data chunk and the associated ID in its decoder buffer until it receives the corresponding ACK. Note that the data chunk and its ID stored in the decoder buffer are also used when the IFNCPA entity extracts native data chunk from a directed encoded data message.
In the case of the encoded data message, such as message a È b in Figure 3 , the IFNCPA entity starts the retransmission timer for this message (described in section ''Determining the appropriate encoding latency and time-outs''). Recall that the encoded data chunk is made from two native data chunks. Once an ACK is received by means of passive ACK or explicit ACK, the data chunk and its ID are deleted from the decoder buffer. However, if one or both of them have not received any ACK by RTO, the message is retransmitted and the timer is re-started. This is repeated if the number of (re)transmissions does not exceed the predetermined maximum limit. Otherwise, the data chunk and its ID are discarded from the decoder buffer. The value of RTO is discussed in section ''Determining the appropriate encoding latency and time-outs. '' In the case of the non-encoded data message, such as message a in Figure 3 , the IFNCPA entity starts the retain timer for this message instead of the retransmission timer. This is because the transmitted data may be used for future decoding process, while the retransmission is left to the MAC layer since the non-encoded data message is unicast. The value of retain-time-out is also discussed in section ''Determining the appropriate encoding latency and time-outs.''
Reception and relay procedure
When receiving an encoded data message, the IFNCPA entity determines whether it is ''directed'' to itself or not. If the encoded data message includes the native data chunk that the entity has transmitted and holds in the decoder buffer, the message is ''directed'' as explained in section ''Communication model.'' Then the entity extracts the native data chunk to be received or relayed by decoding from the message and the other native data chunk stored in the decoder buffer. Otherwise, the message is discarded since it is not directed. When receiving a non-encoded data message, the entity simply receives the native data chunk of the message since it is unicast.
The received native data chunk is concluded to arrive at the (ultimate) destination if the current node's IP address matches the destination node's IP address included in the ID associated with the native data chunk. Otherwise, the received native data chunk should be relayed, so that the next-hop node is determined according to the destination IP address based on the routing policy.
If the native data chunk is conveyed at the ultimate destination by the encoded data message, say x È y, an explicit ACK message for the native data chunk is unicast to the node that transmitted the message. If the native data chunk is x, an explicit ACK message is replied immediately; otherwise, it is after the offset period T o (e.g. explicit ACK for a and that for b in Figure 8 ). If the native data chunk, say y, to be relayed finds other native data chunk, say x, stored in the encoder buffer, encodable with itself, the encoded message x È y is generated from them and broadcast immediately or after waiting for the offset time T o (described in section ''Basic idea to avoid passive ACK collisions''). In the case where there are multiple encodable data chunks in the encoder buffer, the oldest one is chosen. Then, both the transmitted native data chunks are stored in the decoder buffer.
Immediate transmission is performed if either of two conditions holds: y was received in a unicast transmission (e.g. b and the resulting a È b at N 3 in Figure 8 ) or x was extracted from another encoded message and the ID of x was included in ID1 (e.g. a and the resulting c È a at N 4 in Figure 8) . Otherwise, the encoded message is sent after the offset period T o (e.g. d È b by N 2 in Figure 8 ). These rules, as shown in Figure 8 , shift the timing of packet transmission between c È a and d È b by the offset T o , so that it is expected that packet collision is prevented.
If the native data chunk to be relayed cannot find other native data encodable with itself in the encoder buffer, it is stored in the encoder buffer along with the associated ID and IP address which were sent with it from the neighboring node. At the same time, the encoding latency timer is started for the native data chunk, as described in section ''Determining the appropriate encoding latency and time-outs.'' When the encoding latency for the native data chunk times out, it is unicast to the next-hop node immediately or after waiting for the offset time T o . Immediate transmission is performed if either of two conditions holds: the native data chunk was received in a unicast transmission or it was extracted from another encoded message and its ID was included in ID1 (e.g. a in Figure 9) ; otherwise, it is after the offset period T o (e.g. b in Figure 9 ).
Determining the appropriate encoding latency and time-outs
This section explains how to determine the encoding latency. As described in section ''Issue 1: determining the appropriate encoding latency,'' the best policy is to wait for the usual interval between packet arrivals from counterflow. However, a maximum value is set for the encoding latency to suppress the end-to-end delay to some extent.
Let us return to the communication model shown in Figure 7 . Here, without any loss of generality, we focus on the p ! n message flow and the n ! p message flow, which are encodable at N r each other. The coding latency for a message of the p ! n flow is determined according to the past arrival intervals of the n ! p flow, and vice versa. Let S n!p i denote the arrival interval between the (i À 1)st and the ith arrival messages of the n ! p flow at N r , where i ! 2. Let S n!p i and V n!p i denote the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) of the arrival interval of the n ! p message flow and that of its deviation, respectively. For i.2, they are recursively calculated as follows S n!p i = aS
where a and b are the smoothing coefficients, and S n!p 2 = S n!p 2 and V n!p 2 = 0. In this article, employing the algorithm for estimating the round trip time (RTT) in the transmission control protocol (TCP), 20 a and b were set to 0:125 and 0:25, respectively. Let W p!n i denote the encoding latency for the p ! n messages which arrive at N r after the arrival of the ith n ! p message and just before that of the (i + 1)st one. In this article, in order to adjust the encoding latency to the arrival of the n ! p message flow, we set
where g is the encoding latency coefficient to add a margin and W max is the upper limit of encoding latency to suppress the end-to-end delay even when S n!p i takes large values, that is, in the case of low traffic load in n ! p message flow.
When passive ACK is employed, how long retransmission should be refrained from is an important issue. For example, the longer is the encoding latency of the neighbor nodes, the longer is the time to receive the passive ACK. The variables S n!p i , V p!n i
, and W n!p i are updated every time N r receives a message of n ! p flow. To represent the latest values of these variables, we omit the subscription i from them, for example, W p!n . Furthermore, let R p!n denote the value of RTO for the p ! n message flow, and let R denote the common value of RTO of N r for the p ! n and the n ! p message flows. The neighbor node may postpone relaying messages by the coding latency, and the value of RTO should be slightly longer than the encoding latency. Given the neighbor node has a similar traffic flow in bidirectional communications, adjacent nodes could have similar encoding latency. With the above consideration and the reference to the RTO in TCP, 20 R p!n of N r is set as the encoding latency W p!n plus the quadruple of V n!p as follows
R n!p for the n ! p message flow is also set in the same way. Since the encoded message is made from two native data chunks, R is set to the larger of R p!n and R n!p , that is
Parameter tuning and basic evaluation
This section describes the process of tuning the control parameters of the IFNCPA scheme: the encoding latency coefficient g, the upper limit of encoding latency W max , and the offset T o , for avoiding collisions of passive ACK messages. A basic evaluation of these results is then carried out by simulation on a linear network topology.
Encoding latency coefficient
As stated in section ''Determining the appropriate encoding latency and time-outs,'' the encoding latency must be set as appropriate to the load. Let us examine the encoding latency coefficient g. Let P e be the encoding ratio, which is the ratio of the number of times a data chunk is encoded to the number of relay nodes that there are between the source node and the destination node, and let the target value of P e be 80%. Here, it is assumed that the message arrival interval in any single flow direction, say p ! n, follows an exponential distribution with 1=l as the average. Using its probability distribution function distribution function F(t) = 1 À exp ( À lt) (t ! 0), if the encoding latency for the p ! n message flow can be represented as
' d=l, P e can be estimated with the following
When P e = 0:8, d ' 1:6. If W p!n ! 1:6S n!p , from this and equation (3), we have
Using the probability density function f (x) = l exp (À lx), the mean deviation V p!n can be approximated by
From equations (7) and (8), g ! 0:81. In the simulation below, therefore, g is set to 1:0 in order to satisfy this condition.
Maximum encoding latency
As described in section ''Determining the appropriate encoding latency and time-outs,'' it is essential to suppress the transmission delays because the encoding latency lengthens especially when the traffic load is low. The parameter established for this, maximum allowed value W max for W p!n , is examined here. Let us begin by considering how this would be applied in realtime voice and image communications.
In ITU-T G.114, 21 it is recommended that a oneway delay of 400 ms should not be exceeded for general network planning. According to ITU-T G.1010, 22 the delays of less than 150 ms are preferred and those of 400 ms are a limit for audio or video applications. Therefore, the end-to-end delay (allowed delay) was set at 150 ms hereafter.
Next, the application was considered in an interior environment. The width of the building was varied from several tens to several hundreds of meters, the transmission distance was varied from several tens to 100 m, and the maximum hop number end to end was set at 10. Accordingly, dividing the allowed delay by the maximum hop number, 15 ms was set to the maximum W max for the encoding latency in this study.
Offset
As described in section ''Basic idea to avoid passive ACK collisions,'' the offset T o , a parameter for the avoidance of passive ACK collision, must be longer than the transmission delay T tx . Since transmission waits such as back-off delay, queuing delay, and channel busy should be taken into account, T o must be a certain amount greater than T tx . In this study, simulations were carried out using T o = kT tx (k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) as the setting for T o .
A total of 11 nodes were created in this simulation, spaced at equal intervals, to obtain 10 hops. The nodes at each end (namely, end node) were the sources. Data messages were generated using the same exponential distribution and propagated toward and past each other. The load was the sum of the amount of data generated during a unit of time. The parameters employed in this simulation are displayed in Table 1 . A commercial simulator Scenargie 2.0 was employed for performing this simulation. IEEE 802.11g is used in this simulation. 23 The reason is that its MAC is based on CSMA/CA like IEEE 802.15.4 for sensor networks.
The mean encoding ratio, P e , was the mean value for the percentile fraction of times a native data chunk was encoded at relay nodes as it propagated all the way to its destination node. More precisely, P e = ( P i n e (i)= P i n h (i)) 3 100, where n h (i) denotes the total hop count of data chunk i which arrives at its destination node from its source node, and n e (i) represents the number of times data chunk i was encoded on the way. The higher the mean encoding ratio, the more efficient the communications realized. The collection ratio, P c , is the percentile fraction of all data chunks actually received by the destination nodes to those generated at the source nodes. More precisely, P c = ( P i n d (i)= P j n s (j)) 3 100, where n d (i) denotes the number of data chunks received by one end node i as a destination node and n s (i) denotes the number of data chunks generated by the other end node j as a source node. The end-to-end delay, T d , for a data chunk reaching the destination nodes is the mean time after generation by the source nodes passing before receipt by the destination nodes. More precisely,
), where t d (i) denotes the time from when data chunk i is generated by its source node to when it is received by its destination node. Figure 10 shows how the mean encoding ratio varied with the load. There was almost no difference between T o = 0 and T o = T tx , but it is clear that the ratios at these T o values were lower than those at the three other values examined. Figure 11 shows how the collection ratio varied with the load. This ratio was lower at T o = 0 and T o = T tx than at the three other values; furthermore, the difference between T o = 0 and T o = T tx shrank as the load increased. There was little difference among T o = 2T tx , T o = 3T tx , and T o = 4T tx but the ratio increased with increasing T o . These results indicate that the offset is effective if it is set to at least twice the transmission delay. Figure 12 presents the end-to-end delay as it varied with the load. The delay was greater at T o = 0 and T o = T tx than at the three other values. This is probably because avoidance of the collision of passive ACK was not achieved, necessitating many retransmissions. There was little difference among T o = 2T tx , T o = 3T tx , and T o = 4T tx . The reason for this was probably that the transmission waits due to back-off delay, queuing delay, and channel busy were greater than twice the transmission delay.
From the results in Figures 10-12 , the offset was set to 4T tx in the following simulations, as this seemed to promise high collection ratios and low delays.
Basic evaluation of the bidirectional communication environment under symmetric loads
A basic evaluation of the bidirectional communication environment was carried out while the model was under symmetric loads. Table 1 presents the parameters for this simulation; also, T o was set to 4T tx . In addition to the IFNCPA scheme, the IFNC scheme only, without passive ACK, and unicast transmission employing ACK at the MAC level (unicast scheme) were evaluated. Under IFNC, the parameters were set to the same values as used in IFNCPA; the only difference was that there were no retransmissions because of passive ACK. Figure 13 shows how the mean encoding ratio varied with load under both the IFNCPA scheme and the IFNC scheme. IFNC resulted in lower ratios than for IFNCPA; the reason for this was probably that there were no retransmissions of encoded packets due to passive ACK, whereas a greater number of encoded packets gave a greater likelihood of ''losing'' one due to collision. In addition, during low loads, the encoding latency under the IFNCPA scheme was reduced to less than the mean packet arrival interval using W max , and, as shown, the mean encoding ratio was lowered as a result. It is also visible that at high loads, however, the mean encoding ratio gradually approached the target encoding ratio of 80%. Figure 14 depicts how the collection ratio changed with load. Since the IFNC scheme does not equip with retransmissions, it has lower collection ratios than the IFNCPA or unicast scheme. Comparing the IFNCPA and unicast schemes, it is clear that the former has a higher collection ratio even under high loads and thus is a superior scheme to unicast. This is because the IFNCPA can lessen the number of transmitted packets, thanks to NC, while realizing reliable transmission, thanks to the passive ACKs. Figure 15 provides the results for delay versus load. The reason for the lower delays under the IFNC scheme than under IFNCPA is that the retransmissions due to the passive ACK feature in IFNCPA increase the delays. Comparing IFNCPA to unicast, IFNCPA again shows longer delays because of the encoding latency; these delays all remained under the allowed delay of 150 ms at all loads.
These simulation results indicate that IFNCPA provides higher collection ratios than does IFNC or unicast, and its delays remain within the allowed delay; therefore, it is a more effective scheme in a bidirectional communication environment under symmetric loads.
Basic evaluation of a bidirectional communication environment under asymmetric loads
The previous section presented a simulation of operation under the IFNCPA scheme in a bidirectional communication environment under symmetric loads, which is an ideal environment for IFNCPA. However, it is also essential to examine whether this scheme remains effective in an environment under asymmetric loads. In this section, therefore, a basic evaluation of a bidirectional communication environment under asymmetric loads is performed. The ratio r 1 =r 2 of the load r 1 from the source node at one end of the linear topology to the load r 2 from the source node at the other end is the degree of asymmetry, and this was varied in the simulation while maintaining the total load at 250 kbit/s. Note that traffic loads are symmetric when r 1 =r 2 = 1. The IFNCPA scheme and unicast scheme were compared. The parameter values of the simulation were those given in Table 1 , and T o was set at 4T tx . Figure 16 is a graph of the mean encoding ratio with respect to load asymmetry under the IFNCPA scheme. These results show that a greater degree of asymmetry is associated with a greater mismatch in directions of traffic and lower mean encoding ratio. Figure 17 shows how the collection ratio varied with load asymmetry. From these results, the high collection ratio under the unicast scheme is explained as follows: the greater the degree of asymmetry, the greater the mismatch in directions of traffic, and the lower the probability of collisions between packets flowing in opposite directions. Under the IFNCPA scheme, packet collisions were reduced by the diminished traffic thanks to IFNC, so those schemes always showed higher collection ratios than the unicast scheme. Figure 18 presents the variation in delay with load asymmetry. Under the IFNCPA scheme, the delay increased with degree of asymmetry. The maximum delay was over the allowed delay of 150 ms when the degree of asymmetry is over about 3.5. This was caused by resulting increased RTO, which was calculated according to equations (4) and (5), because the disproportionate amount of traffic leads to the larger RTO in the traffic flow of one direction. If the RTO is limited to reduce the end-to-end delay, there is a possibility that the encoding efficiency is lowered. Investigation on this will be left as a future study.
These simulation results demonstrated that IFNCPA provides a higher collection ratio than unicast at the cost of end-to-end delay. Therefore, IFNCPA is an effective scheme in a bidirectional communication environment under the condition that the degree of asymmetry is less than 3.5.
Evaluation of practical applications by simulation
As described in section ''Introduction,'' the proposed scheme was employed in a model of the disaster response system using a wireless sensor network as an example of a practical application. The role of a sensor in a system such as this is to become disconnected from the network due to fire; therefore, the system cannot be a single-sink wireless network but rather a multiplesink wireless network 24 in order to be sufficiently robust.
In support of evacuation and rescue, it is essential to obtain information not only about the event itself but also about potential victims of disaster who have deliberately stayed in vulnerable locations or waited too long to flee. 25, 26 Wireless sensor network-based evacuation and rescue systems must employ packet transmission protocols that ensure high efficiency and reliability of transmission between nodes and sink nodes of any information gathered and delivered. Therefore, as described in this section, a multi-sink wireless sensor network-based evacuation and rescue system for disaster warning in a building was designed, and simulations were carried out for scenarios modeling bidirectional communication in such a system.
Simulation settings
This simulation evaluated a scenario employing a total of 28 nodes, comprising 26 sensor nodes and 2 sink nodes, on a single floor of a building (see Figure 19) . As a result, the topology was nonlinear in this section, unlike the previous section. The model was based on a large (100 m 3 450 m) shopping center, Aeon Lake Town, in Saitama Prefecture, Japan. It was assumed that the exterior and interior walls were of identical materials and thicknesses. Two types of traffic were generated to realize multiple bidirectional communications. In the first, sink nodes at each end of the model generated data packets at intervals according to identical exponential distributions (Traffic 1). In the second, the sensor nodes indicated in the figure by black circles were employed as source nodes, transmitting data packets with the identical exponential distribution to the sink nodes at each end of the model (Traffic 2). The sensor nodes without black circles act as relay nodes. The IFNCPA and unicast schemes were evaluated.
A commercial simulator Scenargie 2.0 was also used for performing this simulation. The parameters for this simulation are as shown in Table 2 . Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) 27 was the routing protocol and indoor radio propagation model was COST231 Indoor.
The equations below use P r (dBm) for the received power, P t (dBm) for the transmitted power, G t (dBi) for the transmitting antenna gain, G r (dBi) for the receiving antenna gain, and L (dB) for the path losses
The path losses L in the COST231 Indoor model were calculated using the path losses in the free space L free (dB) as follows
where d (km) is the transmission distance, f (MHz) is the frequency, d bp (km) is the break point, n is the number of walls, and L w (dB) is the path loss through one wall. The mean encoding ratio increases to only around 25%, even at high loads, in the IFNCPA (Sink, Sensor ! Sink) results. This was probably due to the occurrence of single-hop transmissions in which the messages traveled directly from their source nodes to their destination nodes, never passing through relay nodes, and thus, never being encoded at all. The IFNCPA (Sink ! Sink) results, in which transmission was only between sink nodes, show an increase in mean encoding ratio with an increase in loading, to about 64%. Figure 21 shows the collection ratio versus load. The unicast (Sink, Sensor ! Sink) results indicate combined Traffic 1 and Traffic 2 findings, and the unicast (Sink ! Sink) results indicate just Traffic 1 findings. Comparing the IFNCPA and unicast findings, the IFNCPA scheme provided higher collection ratios, including at high loads. Under the unicast scheme, Traffic 1 showed lower collection ratios than the combination of Traffic 1 and Traffic 2. This was probably due to a higher mean number of hops during Traffic 1, resulting in a greater number of message collisions. The variations in delay with respect to load are provided in Figure 22 . The delay increases slightly with the load. This was attributed to increases in the number of collisions of passive ACK packets when the load became too high, necessitating many retransmissions. Comparing the IFNCPA and unicast schemes, there are delays due to the encoding latency under IFNCPA, so it showed longer delays than did the unicast scheme, but both the schemes had delays remaining within the allowed delay of 150 ms except the IFNCPA (Sink ! Sink). In the IFNCPA (Sink ! Sink) results, the end-to-end delay is below the allowed delay of 150 ms with load up to 0.9 Mbit/s, but at and above a load of 0.9 Mbit/s, it is over 150 ms but still below 200 ms. Finally, comparing the combination of Traffic 1 and Traffic 2 with Traffic 1 alone, the latter had higher delays. This was probably due to the higher mean number of hops in Traffic 1 condition.
Results and observations
These simulation results indicated higher collection ratios under the IFNCPA scheme than under the unicast scheme, that is, IFNCPA scheme is more reliable than the unicast scheme. The IFNCPA scheme has delays within the allowed value under a certain traffic load about 0.9 Mbit/s even for Traffic 1. These results suggest that the IFNCPA scheme is effective in an environment where the load is not extremely high.
Conclusion and remarks
In this study, the message transfer protocol of a scheme referred to as IFNC with passive ACK (IFNCPA) was proposed for the objective of highly efficient and reliable message transmission in a bidirectional communication environment. A system was investigated that would determine the encoding latency, a control parameter in IFNCPA, in a dynamic fashion with reference to the message arrival interval while addressing the issue of passive ACK collision. Parameter tuning was carried out and the effectiveness of the IFNCPA scheme was confirmed in a basic evaluation using a simulation assuming a linear network topology. A more realistic model of a wireless sensor network for evacuation and rescue systems accommodating bidirectional communication was simulated as an example of a practical application, and the IFNCPA scheme was shown to be effective and to have delays within the allowed value under a certain traffic load.
Since NC generates encoded data message from a plurality of data messages, an encoding waiting time is required. Therefore, there is essentially a trade-off between the encoding ratio and the end-to-end delay. In fact, only throughput performance was investigated in the past studies on IFNC 12-17 mentioned in section ''Introduction. '' 18 From our simulation results, IFNCPA is considered to be useful for applications that can tolerate about a few hundred milliseconds for the end-to-end delay. Note that although the end-toend delay is still below the limit of 400 ms for audio or video applications, 22 it exceeds the allowed value of 150 ms in the environment under asymmetric and high traffic load. This is because W max is set to the value of the allowed delay divided by the maximum hop number as explained in section ''Maximum encoding latency.'' This means that the influence of retransmission delay is not taken into account at all. In order to deal with this impact, it should be set somewhat smaller. More careful parameter tuning of W max is also one of the important future issues. Future research should feature experiments with actual equipment for evaluation of this approach and address routing protocols for effectively incorporating the IFNCPA scheme in equipment.
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